To join our team in Bad Homburg (near Frankfurt am Main) we are seeking for a

**Project Engineer (m/f)**

NNE is a very attractive place for engineers who seek the right answers to complex questions.

Experts from all for our industry’s relevant disciplines are the backbone of our growing business. Through personal development and in daily troubleshooting and problem-solving you will gain skills and share knowledge. At the same time we always remain loyal to our customers in the pharma and biotechnology market whether they want to build a new production plant, or rebuild an existing plant or even if they just need professional consulting services.

With us you will get to know the world of pharmaceutical plant engineering and construction working in exciting projects!

After an intensive onboarding and introduction the following tasks will be part of your daily work:

- Cooperation in preparing concept studies, planning- and realization projects
- Coordination of all necessary workflows with internal teams and areas
- Support in optimizing technical processes

Individual and success-oriented – Your perspectives are excellent.

You are the right candidate for us when you have successfully completed your studies in process engineering, chemical engineering, pharma technology, bio technology or similar.

Good knowledge in handling MS Office applications is natural for you. Besides good German skills (min C1), you are familiar with the English language. On a personal level, you possess a quick mind, high commitment, can work under pressure and are flexible. A high willingness to travel is required for this position.

You like to be successful within a team and have the necessary assertiveness as well as communication skills. Even in hectic situations you keep sight of the essentials. You can put yourself into the customers position excellently, have the ability to inspire and prove leadership skills in customer relations. Furthermore, you are committed and full of passion for your work.

We offer:

- Development of cross-sectional/divisional or interdisciplinary competencies
- Permanent work contract
- Attractive social benefits
• Personal Development programs
• Flat hierarchy
• Experience at an international company

We look forward to receiving your application stating your earliest starting date and salary requirement. Please submit your application online via www.nne.com/career/job-openings.

Should you have any questions, please contact our HR Manager, Jutta Spahn, phone number: 0049 (0) 6172-8502-515
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Human Resources